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1. Introduction

Entanglement plays an important role in quantum communication, such as quantum key distri-
bution [1,2], quantum secret sharing [3], and quantum secure direct communication [4,5]. However,
entangled photon pairs are produced locally and inevitably suffer from the noise from optical-fiber
channels when they are transmitted to the parties in quantum communication, which will decrease
the coherence of the photon systems. In order to exchange private information and avoid an exponen-
tial decay of photons over long distance, the scheme for a quantum repeater was proposed by Briegel
et al. [6] in 1998. Its main idea is to share the entangled photon pairs in small segments first, avoiding
the exponential decay of photons with the transmission distance, and then use entanglement swap-
ping [7] and entanglement purification [8–18] to create a long-distance entangled quantum channel.

There are some interesting proposals for implementing a quantum repeater, by utilizing different
physical systems [19–23]. For example, in 2001, Duan et al. [19] suggested an interesting proposal to
set up a quantum repeater with atomic ensembles. In 2006, Klein et al. [20] put forward a robust
scheme for quantum repeaters with decoherence-free subspaces. In 2007, using the two-photon
Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer, Zhao et al. [21] proposed a robust quantum repeater protocol. In
2016, Li, Yang, and Deng [22] introduced a heralded quantum repeater for quantum communication
network based on quantum dots embedded in optical microcavities, resorting to effective time-bin
encoding. The building blocks of quantum repeaters are experimentally realized by some research
groups, and remarkable progress has been reported [24–28].

In the past decade, the interaction between photons and atoms in high-quality optical
microcavities has become one of the most important methods for implementing quantum
computation and quantum information processing. Some significant achievements [29–33] have been
made in photon–atom systems in both theory and experiment.With strong coupling and high-quality
cavities, they can obtain a high-fidelity quantum computation. In 2005, an interesting proposal [34]
was proposed to realize the coupling between a single quantum emitter and a photon in one-
dimensional (1D)waveguides, which can be considered as a bad cavity. In 2007, a similar proposalwas
presented to realize this coupling using nanoscale surface plasmons [35]. In 2015, Söllner et al. [36]
obtained deterministic photon–emitter coupling in photonic crystal waveguide in experiment. In
their schemes, the coupling between an emitter and a 1D waveguide is stronger than the atomic
decay rate, but weaker than the waveguide-loss rate, and the atomic spontaneous emission into
the waveguide becomes the main effect, called the Purcell effect. The emitter–waveguide systems
allow for interesting quantum state manipulation and quantum information processing, such as
entanglement generation [37–39], efficient optical switch [40], quantum logic gates [41,42], and
quantum state transfer [43–45]. However, with emitter decay and finite coupling strength, the
physical device is restricted to finite P (Purcell factor), so that the scattering of photons off single
emitters may not happen at all. To solve this problem, in 2012, Li et al. [43] proposed a simple
scattering setup to realize a robust-fidelity atom–photon entangling gate, in which the faulty events
can be heralded by detecting the polarization of the photon pulse.

In this paper, we present a heralded quantum repeater that allows the nonlocal creation of the
entangled state over an arbitrary large distancewith a tolerability of errors. In our scheme, since atoms
can provide long coherence time, we choose a four-level atom as the emitter. With the scattering
of photons off single emitters in 1D waveguides, the parties in quantum communication can realize
nonlocal entanglement creation against collective noise, entanglement swapping, and entanglement
purification. Moreover, our protocols can turn errors into the detection of photon polarization, which
can be discarded. The prediction of faulty events ensures that our repeater can be completed with a
fidelity of 100% in principle, which is advantageous for quantum information processing.

2. The scattering of photons off single emitters in a 1D waveguide

Let us consider a quantum system composed of a single emitter coupled to electromagnetic modes
in a 1D waveguide, as shown in Fig. 1(a). We first choose a simple two-level atom as the emitter,
consisting of the ground state |g⟩ and the excited state |e⟩ with the frequency difference ωa. Under
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Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) The basic structure for a photon mirror in which a two-level atom (an emitter marked by the black
dot) is coupled to a 1D waveguide (marked by the cylinder). Here the atom has a ground state |g⟩ and an excited state |e⟩,
and its position is x = 0. In an ideal situation, an incident photon (purple, the upper left wave packet) is fully reflected (blue,
the lower left wave packet) when it resonates with the atom, but there is a transmitted component (black, the right wave
packet) in a practical scattering [35]. Note that, when the incident photon is detuned from the emitter, it goes through the
atom with no effect (green, the upper right wave packet). (b) A heralded setup to realize the scattering between the photon
and emitter in a 1D waveguide [43]. Different from the emitter in Fig. 1(a), the atom has two degenerate ground states |g±⟩

and two degenerate excited states |e±⟩ coupled to the waveguide (marked by the cylinder). PBS represents a polarizing beam
splitter which transmits the horizontal polarized photon |H⟩ and reflects the vertical polarized photon |V ⟩, BS is a 50 : 50 beam
splitter, M is a fully reflected mirror, and the black lines represent the paths of the traveling photon.

the Jaynes–Cummingsmodel, the Hamiltonian for the interactions between a set of waveguidemodes
and a two-level emitter reads [34,35]:

H =


k

h̄ωka
Ď
k
ak +

1
2
h̄ωaσz +


k

h̄g(aĎ
k
σ

−
+ akσ+

), (1)

where ak and aĎ
k
are the annihilation and creation operators of the waveguide mode with frequency

ωk , respectively. σz , σ+
, and σ

−
are the inversion, raising, and lowering operators of the two-level

atom, respectively. g is the coupling strength between the atom and the electromagnetic modes of
the 1D waveguide, assumed to be same for all modes. One can rewrite the Hamiltonian of the system
in real space as [34,35]

H ′
= h̄


dkωka

Ď
k
ak + h̄g


dk(akσ+

eikxa + h.c.)+ h̄

ωa −

iγ ′

2


σee, (2)

where xa is the position of the atom, σee = |e⟩ ⟨e|, andωk = c|k| (c is the group velocity of propagating
electromagnetic modes and k is its wave vector). γ ′ is the decay rate of the atom out of the waveguide
(e.g., the emission into the free space). Because we only care the interactions of the near-resonant
photons with the atom, we could make the approximation that left- and right-propagating photons
form completely separate quantum fields [34]. Under this approximation, the operator ak in Eq. (2)
can be replaced by (ak,R + ak,L ).

To get the reflection and transmission coefficients of single-photon scattering, we assume that a
photon with the energy Ek is propagating from the left. The state of the system is described by [34,35]

|Ek⟩ = ce|e, vac⟩ +


dx


φL(x)c

Ď
L
(x)+ φR(x)c

Ď
R
(x)


|g, vac⟩, (3)

where |vac⟩ represents the vacuum state of photons, ce is the probability amplitude of the atom in the
excited state, and cĎ

L
(x) (cĎ

R
(x)) is a bosonic operator creating a left-going (right-going) photon at posi-

tion x.φR(x) andφL(x) are the probability amplitudes of right- and left-traveling photons, respectively.
Note that the photon propagates from the left, φR(x) and φL(x) could take the forms [34,35]

φR(x) = eikxθ(−x)+ teikxθ(x),

φL(x) = re−ikxθ(−x). (4)

Here t and r are the transmission and reflection coefficients, respectively. The Heaviside step func-
tion θ(x) equals 1 when x is larger than zero and 0 when x is smaller than zero. By solving the
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time-independent Schrödinger equation H|Ek⟩ = Ek|Ek⟩, one can obtain [34,35]

r = −
1

1 + γ ′/γ1D − 2i∆/γ1D

,

t = 1 + r, (5)

where∆ = ωk − ωa is the photon detuning with the two-level atom, and γ1D = 4πg2/c is the decay
rate of the atom into the waveguide.

Provided that the incident photon resonates with the emitter (i.e., ∆ = 0), one can easily obtain
the reflection coefficient r = −1/(1 + 1/P), where P = γ1D/γ

′ is the Purcell factor. As we know, in
the atom-waveguide system, the spontaneous emission rate γ1D into the 1D waveguide can be much
larger than the emission rate γ ′ into all other possible channels [34,35]. Considering that a high Purcell
factor P can be obtained in realistic systems [35], one can get the reflection coefficient r ≈ −1 for this
system in principle. That is, when the photon is coupled to the emitter, the atom acts as a photon
mirror [34], which puts a π-phase shift on reflection. However, when the photon is detuned from the
emitter, it transmits through the atom with no effect.

Let us consider a four-level atom with degenerate ground states |g±⟩ and excited states |e±⟩ as
the emitter in a 1D waveguide, as shown in Fig. 1(b). For the emitter, the transitions of |g+⟩ ↔ |e+⟩

and |g−⟩ ↔ |e−⟩ are coupled to two electromagnetic modes ak,R and ak,L , with the absorption (or
emission) of right (R) and left (L) circular polarization photons, respectively. Assuming that the spatial
wave function of the incident photon is |ψ⟩, with the scattering properties in the practical situation
discussed above, one can get [43]

|g+⟩ |ψ⟩ |R⟩ → |g+⟩ |φ⟩ |R⟩, |g−⟩ |ψ⟩ |R⟩ → |g−⟩ |ψ⟩ |R⟩,
|g−⟩ |ψ⟩ |L⟩ → |g−⟩ |φ⟩ |L⟩, |g+⟩ |ψ⟩ |L⟩ → |g+⟩ |ψ⟩ |L⟩. (6)

Here |φ⟩ is the spatial state of the photon component left in thewaveguide after the scattering process.
In general situation, |φ⟩ = |φt⟩ + |φr⟩, where |φt⟩ = t|ψ⟩ and |φr⟩ = r|ψ⟩ refer to the transmitted
and reflected parts of the photon, respectively. When the Purcell factor P is infinite, |φ⟩ is normalized.
Whereas, if the input photon is in the horizontal linear-polarization state |H⟩ = (|R⟩ + |L⟩)/

√
2, the

transformations turn into [43]

|g+⟩|ψ⟩ |H⟩ →
1
2
|g+⟩[(|φ⟩ + |ψ⟩)|H⟩ + (|φ⟩ − |ψ⟩)|V ⟩],

|g−⟩ |ψ⟩|H⟩ →
1
2
|g−⟩[(|φ⟩ + |ψ⟩)|H⟩ − (|φ⟩ − |ψ⟩)|V ⟩], (7)

where |V ⟩ = (|R⟩ − |L⟩)/
√
2 is the vertical linear-polarization state. Following the relation in Eq. (5),

one gets (|φ⟩ + |ψ⟩)/2 = |φt⟩ and (|φ⟩ − |ψ⟩)/2 = |φr⟩ [43], and the transformations in Eq. (7) are
equivalent to

|g+⟩ |ψ⟩ |H⟩ → |g+⟩ |φt⟩ |H⟩ + |g+⟩ |φr⟩ |V ⟩,

|g−⟩ |ψ⟩ |H⟩ → |g−⟩ |φt⟩ |H⟩ − |g−⟩ |φr⟩ |V ⟩. (8)

It is interesting that the scattering process generates a vertical-polarized component. Moreover, for
the outgoing photon in state |H⟩, nothing happens to the emitter, while for the photon component in
state |V ⟩, a state-dependent π- phase shift occurs on the emitter.

With the principle mentioned above, Li et al. [43] constructed a heralded setup to realize the
scattering between incident photon and the emitter in a 1D waveguide, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The
input photon in spatial state |ψ⟩with |H⟩ (from port 1) is split by a 50 : 50 beam splitter (BS) into two
halves that scatter with the atom simultaneously. Then, the transmitted and reflected components
travel back and exit the beam splitter from port 1. The corresponding transformations on the states
can be described as follows [43]:

|Φ0⟩ = |g±⟩ |ψ⟩ |H⟩
1

BS
−→

1
√
2
|g±⟩ |ψ⟩ |H⟩

3
+

1
√
2
|g±⟩ |ψ⟩ |H⟩

4
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Scatter
−→

1
√
2
|g±⟩ |φt⟩ |H⟩

3
+

1
√
2
|g±⟩ |φt⟩ |H⟩

4
±

1
√
2
|g±⟩ |φr⟩ |V ⟩

3
±

1
√
2
|g±⟩ |φr⟩ |V ⟩

4

BS
−→ |g±⟩ |φt⟩|H⟩

1
± |g±⟩ |φr⟩ |V ⟩

1
. (9)

Here the superscript i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the path of the photon, shown in Fig. 1(b).
Note that, due to quantum destructive interference, there is no photon component coming out

from port 2. Finally, with the help of PBS, discarding the horizontal polarization output from Eq. (9)
(i.e., the faulty event), one can get the transformations as follows [43]:

|g−⟩ |ψ⟩ |H⟩ → −|g−⟩ |φr⟩ |V ⟩,

|g+⟩ |ψ⟩ |H⟩ → +|g+⟩ |φr⟩ |V ⟩. (10)

Similarly, when the incident photon is in state |V ⟩, discarding the faulty event with vertical
polarization output, the transformations are described as follows [43]:

|g−⟩ |ψ⟩ |V ⟩ → −|g−⟩ |φr⟩ |H⟩,

|g+⟩ |ψ⟩ |V ⟩ → +|g+⟩ |φr⟩ |H⟩. (11)

As mentioned above, |φr⟩ is the spatial wave function of the reflected photon component after the
scattering process. When P → ∞, the perfect scattering process leads to |φr⟩ = −|ψ⟩. In the
imperfect situation with a finite P , there is always a transmitted part [35], we get |φr⟩ ≠ −|ψ⟩, the
output photon with unchanged polarization is detected and the corresponding scattering event fails,
which can be discarded. That is, the setup for realizing the scattering event between incident photon
and the emitter works in a heralded way.

3. Quantum repeater based on the scattering configuration

3.1. Robust nonlocal entanglement creation against collective noise

With the property of a photon scattering with a four-level atom coupled to a 1D waveguide,
we can design a robust scheme for the entanglement creation on two nonlocal stationary atoms a
and b, as shown in Fig. 2. Suppose that the single photon medium and the two stationary atoms
in 1D waveguides are initially prepared in the superposition states |ψ0⟩

p
=

1
√
2
(|H⟩ + |V ⟩) and

|ϕi⟩ =
1

√
2
(|0⟩ + |1⟩)i (here |0⟩ = |g−⟩, |1⟩ = |g+⟩, i = a, b), respectively, the state of the system

composed of the photon and the two atoms is

|Ω0⟩ =
1

2
√
2
(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)⊗ (|0⟩ + |1⟩)a ⊗ (|0⟩ + |1⟩)b. (12)

Our scheme works with the following steps.
First, the |H⟩ and |V ⟩ components of the input photon are spatially split by a polarizing beam

splitter (PBS). In detail, the photon in state |H⟩ passes through both PBS1 and PBS2 towards the
setup to scatter with atom a. While the component in state |V ⟩ is reflected into the other arm of the
interferometer by PBS1, and is reflected by TR1 into the channel, having no interaction with atom a.
After the scattering process, the part interacting with atom a travels through TR1 into the channel, but
a little later than the other part. The state of the whole system at the entrance of the channel becomes
|Ω1⟩. Here

|Ω1⟩ = |Ω1S ⟩ + |Ω1L⟩,

|Ω1S ⟩ =
1

2
√
2
|V ⟩S ⊗ (|0⟩ + |1⟩)a ⊗ (|0⟩ + |1⟩)b,

|Ω1L⟩ =
1

2
√
2
|V ⟩L ⊗ (|0⟩ − |1⟩)a ⊗ (|0⟩ + |1⟩)b, (13)
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Schematic setup for the creation of maximally entangled states on two nonlocal atoms a and b in
1D waveguides. PBS± transmits photons with polarization |+⟩ and reflects photons with polarization |−⟩, where |±⟩ =

(1/
√
2)(|H⟩ ± |V ⟩). Di (i = 1, 2, . . . , 4) is a photon detector and TRi (i = 1, 2) is an optical device which can be controlled

exactly as needed to transmit or reflect a photon.

where |Ω1S ⟩ and |Ω1L⟩ represent the two parts of the photon going through the short path (S) and the
long path (L) to the channel, respectively.

Second, as the two parts in the channel are near and their polarization states are both in |V ⟩, the
influences of the collective noise in the quantum channel on these two parts are the same one [46–48],
which can be described by |V ⟩ → γ |V ⟩ + δ|H⟩, where |γ |

2
+ |δ|2 = 1. After the photon travels in

the long quantum channel, the state of the whole system at the output port becomes

|Ω2⟩ = |Ω2S ⟩ + |Ω2L⟩,

|Ω2S ⟩ =
1

2
√
2
(γ |V ⟩S + δ|H⟩S )(|0⟩ + |1⟩)a(|0⟩ + |1⟩)b,

|Ω2L⟩ =
1

2
√
2
(γ |V ⟩L + δ|H⟩L)(|0⟩ − |1⟩)a(|0⟩ + |1⟩)b. (14)

Third, getting out from the noisy channel, the early part of the photon in state |Ω2S ⟩ is reflected by
the optical device TR2, while the late part in state |Ω2L⟩ transmits through TR2 into PBS3. After that,
the components in states |H⟩ and |V ⟩ of the late part are split into two halves that scatter with atom
b and travel back to PBS3 simultaneously. Subsequently, the early part and the late part are rejoined
in PBS4, and they are separated into two paths 1 and 2. The state of the whole system evolves into

|Ω3⟩ =
1

2
√
2
γ (|H⟩ + |V ⟩)1(|0⟩ |0⟩ + |1⟩ |1⟩)ab −

1

2
√
2
γ (|H⟩ − |V ⟩)1(|0⟩ |1⟩ + |1⟩ |0⟩)ab

+
1

2
√
2
δ(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)2(|0⟩ |0⟩ + |1⟩ |1⟩)ab +

1

2
√
2
δ(|H⟩ − |V ⟩)2(|0⟩ |1⟩ + |1⟩ |0⟩)ab.

(15)

Finally, the two parts in paths 1 and 2 go through PBS±, and the photon is detected by one of
the four single-photon detectors D1, D2, D3, and D4. If the detector D2 or D3 clicks, we should put
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Schematic diagram showing the principle of entanglement swapping. QWP i (i = 1, 2) represents a
quarter-wave plate, which is used to implement the conversion of the photon polarization.

a σx operation on atom b. If the detector D1 or D4 clicks, nothing needs to be done. Eventually, the
state of the system composed of atoms a and b collapses to the maximally entangled state |φ+

⟩ab =
1

√
2
(|0⟩|0⟩ + |1⟩ |1⟩)ab.
Note that, for successful events of imperfect processes, i.e., with finite P , the polarization is

swapped but |φr⟩ ≠ −|ψ⟩ in Eqs. (10) and (11). This causes a problem that the spatial wave functions
in two arms of the interferometer are not matched at PBS4. To overcome the unbalance between the
two spatial wave functions, a waveform corrector (WFC) is adopted in one arm of the interferometer.
In fact, theWFC can be realized by a second scatteringmodule, which is identical to that of Fig. 1(b). In
detail, wemake the auxiliary emitter inWFC permanently stay in |g−⟩, before and after the scattering
process, a quarter wave plate is needed to implement |V ⟩ ↔ |L⟩. With the waveform correctors, the
correspondingwave packet is changed from |ψ⟩ to |φr⟩without entanglingwith the auxiliary emitter.
The WFC decreases the overall success probability of the entanglement creation, but not affect the
fidelity in principle.

Our setup for the robust entanglement creation on two nonlocal atoms has some interesting
features. First, the early part and the late part of the photon in the channel are so near that they
suffer from the same collective noise [46–48], and an arbitrary qubit error caused by the long noisy
channel can be perfectly settled, i.e., as shown in Eq. (15), the probability of the entanglement creation
does not depend on the values of collective noise parameters γ and δ. Second, the faulty interactions
between the photon and two atoms can be heralded by the detectors D1,D2,D3, and D4. In detail, if
none of these detectors clicks, the event of the entanglement creation fails, which can be discarded.
These good features make our setup have good applications in quantum repeaters for long-distance
quantum communication.

3.2. Entanglement swapping

The atomic entangled state can be connected to longer communication distance via local
entanglement swapping. Inspired by the recent work [49], we construct the entanglement swapping
scheme, using the scattering of a single photon combinedwithmeasurements on the atoms, as shown
in Fig. 3. The two pairs of nonlocal atoms ac and bd are both initially prepared in the maximally
entangled states |φ+

⟩ac =
1

√
2
(|0⟩|0⟩+|1⟩|1⟩)ac and |φ+

⟩bd =
1

√
2
(|0⟩|0⟩+|1⟩|1⟩)bd, respectively.With

the Bell-state measurement on local atoms cd and single-qubit operations, the two nonlocal atoms ab
can collapse to themaximally entangled state |φ+

⟩ab =
1

√
2
(|0⟩|0⟩+|1⟩|1⟩)ab, which indicates that the

nonlocal entanglement for a longer communication is realized. The principle of quantum swapping is
shown in Fig. 3, and the details are described as follows.

First, suppose that the input photon p is prepared in the superposition state |ψ0⟩
p

=
1

√
2
(|H⟩+|V ⟩),

and the initial state of the whole system composed of photon p and the four atoms acbd is |Ψ0⟩. Here,

|Ψ0⟩ =
1

2
√
2
(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)⊗ (|0⟩ |0⟩ + |1⟩ |1⟩)ac ⊗ (|0⟩ |0⟩ + |1⟩ |1⟩)bd. (16)
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Table 1
The operations on atom a corresponding to the outcomes of the photon
detectors and the states of atoms cd.

Photon click Atom c Atom d Operations on atom a

D1 |0⟩(|1⟩) |1⟩(|0⟩) I
D1 |0⟩(|1⟩) |0⟩(|1⟩) σz
D2 |0⟩(|1⟩) |1⟩(|0⟩) σx
D2 |0⟩(|1⟩) |0⟩(|1⟩) σzσx

The injecting photon p passes through PBS1, which transmits the photon in state |H⟩ and reflects the
photon in state |V ⟩. The photon in state |V ⟩ is reflected by PBS1 and PBS2 into the scattering setup
composed of atom c , while the other part in state |H⟩ goes through QWP1 and is reflected by PBS3 into
the scattering setup to scatter with atom d. Then, the two parts of the photon p are rejoined in PBS4.
After that, the state of the whole system is changed from |Ψ0⟩ to |Ψ1⟩. Here,

|Ψ1⟩ =
(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)

4
√
2


(|00⟩ − |11⟩)cd ⊗ (|00⟩ + |11⟩)ab + (|00⟩ + |11⟩)cd ⊗ (|00⟩ − |11⟩)ab


−
(|H⟩ − |V ⟩)

4
√
2


(|01⟩ − |10⟩)cd ⊗ (|01⟩ + |10⟩)ab + (|01⟩ + |10⟩)cd

⊗ (|01⟩ − |10⟩)ab

. (17)

Second, a Hadamard operation Ha (e.g., using a π/2 microwave pulse or optical pulse [50,51]) is
performed on the two local atoms c and d in thewaveguides, respectively. Then, the state of thewhole
system becomes

|Ψ2⟩ =
(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)

4
√
2


(|01⟩ + |10⟩)cd ⊗ (|00⟩ + |11⟩)ab + (|00⟩ + |11⟩)cd ⊗ (|00⟩ − |11⟩)ab


+
(|H⟩ − |V ⟩)

4
√
2


(|01⟩ − |10⟩)cd ⊗ (|01⟩ + |10⟩)ab − (|00⟩ − |11⟩)cd

⊗ (|01⟩ − |10⟩)ab

. (18)

Then, the photon p travels through PBS± and is detected by single-photon detectors. Meanwhile, the
state of atom c (d) is measured by external classical field.

Third, with the outcomes of the detectors for photon p and the measurements on atoms cd, one
can see that the four Bell states of the atoms a and b are completely distinguished. Finally, the parties
can perform corresponding operations (see Table 1) on atom a to complete the quantum swapping.
After that, the state of the two nonlocal atoms a and b in a longer distance collapses to the maximally
entangled state |φ+

⟩ab =
1

√
2
(|0⟩ |0⟩ + |1⟩ |1⟩)ab.

It is important to note that the wrong interactions between photon and atoms are heralded by
the photon detectors in our protocol. In detail, if neither of the detectors D1 and D2 clicks, the
interactions between photon and two atoms in 1D waveguides are faulty, which could be discarded.
Therefore, with the prediction of the faulty events, the parties can obtain a high-fidelity nonlocal
atomic entangled state in a longer distance.

3.3. Entanglement purification

In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we just talk about the influence of noise on flying photons in long
quantum channel. In the practical situation, the errors also occur in stationary atoms embedded
in 1D waveguides, which will decrease the entanglement of the nonlocal two-atom systems. Using
entanglement purification [8–18], we can distill some high-fidelity maximally entangled states from
a mixed entangled state ensemble. Now, we start to explain the principle of our purification protocol
for nonlocal atomic entangled states, assisted by the scattering of photons off single atoms in 1D
waveguides, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Schematic setup showing the principle of the atomic entanglement purification protocol based on the
scattering of photons off single emitters.

Suppose that the initialmixed state shared by two remote parties, say Alice and Bob, can bewritten
as

ρab = F |φ+
⟩ab⟨φ

+
| + (1 − F)|ψ+

⟩ab⟨ψ
+
|, (19)

where |ψ+
⟩ab =

1
√
2
(|0⟩|1⟩ + |1⟩|0⟩)ab. The subscripts a and b represent the single atoms in 1D

waveguides owned by Alice and Bob, respectively. F is the initial fidelity of the state |φ+
⟩. By selecting

two pairs of nonlocal entangled two-atom systems, the four atoms are in the states |φ+
⟩a1b1 |φ

+
⟩a2b2

with the probability of F 2, |φ+
⟩a1b1 |ψ

+
⟩a2b2 and |ψ+

⟩a1b1 |φ
+
⟩a2b2 with a probability of F(1 − F), and

|ψ+
⟩a1b1 |ψ

+
⟩a2b2 with a probability of (1− F)2, respectively. Our entanglement purification protocol

for nonlocal entangled atom pairs works with the following steps.
First, both Alice and Bob prepare an optical pulse in the superposition state 1

√
2
(|H⟩ + |V ⟩) and

let them pass through the equipments shown in Fig. 4. Here, we choose the case |φ+
⟩a1b1 |φ

+
⟩a2b2 to

illustrate the principle. To simplify the discussion, we just discuss the interactions in Alice, and Bob
need complete the same process simultaneously. For Alice, the |H⟩ and |V ⟩ components of the input
photon 1 are spatially split by PBS1. In detail, the component in |V ⟩ is reflected by both PBS1 and PBS2
to the scattering setup composed of atom a1, whereas the component in |H⟩ goes throughQWP2 and is
reflected by PBS3 to the scattering setup containing atom a1. After that, the state of the whole system
is changed from |Φ0⟩ to |Φ1⟩, where

|Φ0⟩ =
1
2
(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)1 (|H⟩ + |V ⟩)2 |φ+

⟩a1b1 |φ
+
⟩a2b2 ,

|Φ1⟩ =
1
4
|H⟩1 (|H⟩ + |V ⟩)2 ⊗ (|0000⟩ − |0011⟩ + |1100⟩ − |1111⟩)a1b1a2b2

+
1
4
|V ⟩1 (|H⟩ + |V ⟩)2 ⊗ (|0000⟩ + |0011⟩ − |1100⟩ − |1111⟩)a1b1a2b2 . (20)

Second, the two parts of photon 1 are rejoined at PBS4 and travel through a PBS±. Meanwhile, the
photon 2 at Bob’s place has the same process as photon 1 in Alice simultaneously. After the above
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Table 2
The results of the four single-photon detectors corresponding to the initial
entangled states of the four atoms.

Initial States Photons measurement
(a1b1) (a2b2) Detector click

|φ+
⟩ |φ+

⟩ D2D4 or D1D3
|φ+

⟩ |ψ+
⟩ D2D3 or D1D4

|ψ+
⟩ |φ+

⟩ D2D3 or D1D4
|ψ+

⟩ |ψ+
⟩ D2D4 or D1D3

interactions, the state of the whole system collapses into |Φ2⟩. Here

|Φ2⟩ =
1
4
(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)1(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)2 (|0000⟩ + |1111⟩)a1b1a2b2

+
1
4
(|H⟩ − |V ⟩)1(|H⟩ − |V ⟩)2 (|0011⟩ + |1100⟩)a1b1a2b2 . (21)

Finally, photon 1 and photon 2 are probed by single-photon detectors.
Similarly, the evolution of the other three cases can be described as follows:

1
2
(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)1(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)2 |φ+

⟩a1b1 |ψ
+
⟩a2b2

→ −
1
4
(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)1(|H⟩ − |V ⟩)2 (|0001⟩ + |1110⟩)a1b1a2b2

−
1
4
(|H⟩ − |V ⟩)1(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)2 (|0010⟩ + |1101⟩)a1b1a2b2 , (22)

1
2
(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)1(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)2 |ψ+

⟩a1b1 |φ
+
⟩a2b2

→
1
4
(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)1(|H⟩ − |V ⟩)2 (|0100⟩ + |1011⟩)a1b1a2b2

+
1
4
(|H⟩ − |V ⟩)1(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)2 (|0111⟩ + |1000⟩)a1b1a2b2 , (23)

and

1
2
(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)1(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)2 |ψ+

⟩a1b1 |ψ
+
⟩a2b2

→ −
1
4
(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)1(|H⟩ + |V ⟩)2 (|0101⟩ + |1010⟩)a1b1a2b2

−
1
4
(|H⟩ − |V ⟩)1(|H⟩ − |V ⟩)2 (|0110⟩ + |1001⟩)a1b1a2b2 . (24)

The measurement results of all cases are shown in Table 2. With the outcomes of four detectors, we
can distill |φ+

⟩a1b1 |φ
+
⟩a2b2 and |ψ+

⟩a1b1 |ψ
+
⟩a2b2 from the four cases mentioned above.

Third, to recover the entangled states of atoms a1 and b1, Alice and Bob should perform aHadamard
operationHa on the two nonlocal atoms a2 and b2 in thewaveguides, respectively. Then, Alice and Bob
measure the states of the two atoms a2 and b2, and compare their results with the help of classical
communication. If the results are the same ones, nothing needs to be done; otherwise, a σz operation
needs to be put on atom a1. FromTable 2, one can see that there are two cases in the reserved entangled
pairs a1 and b1. One is |φ+

⟩a1b1 with a probability of F 2, and the other one is |ψ+
⟩a1b1 with a probability

of (1 − F)2. Therefore, in the filtered states, the probability of |φ+
⟩a1b1 is F ′

=
F2

F2+(1−F)2
. That is, after

the purification process, the fidelity of |φ+
⟩a1b1 becomes F ′. When F > 1

2 , one can easily get F ′ > F .
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4. Discussion and summary

We have proposed a heralded scheme for quantum repeater, including robust nonlocal entangle-
ment creation against collective noise, entanglement swapping, and entanglement purification mod-
ules. The key element in our protocol is the scattering process between photons and atoms in 1D
waveguides. In the following section, wewill discuss the performance of our quantum repeater under
practical conditions, defining ps = |⟨ψ |φr⟩|

2 as the success probability of the scattering event in the
heralded protocol, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Here |ψ⟩ and |φr⟩ are the spatial wave functions of the inci-
dent photon and the reflected photon component after the scattering event, respectively. For perfect
scattering event, i.e., with P → ∞, |φr⟩ = −|ψ⟩, and the success probability ps is 100%. Whereas, in
realistic situations, with finite P , |φr⟩ ≠ −|ψ⟩, it includes two cases: one is the successful event of
imperfect processes, where the polarization of output photon is changed but |φr⟩ = r|ψ⟩ (|r| < 1);
the other one is that the scattering event between atoms and photons does not happen at all. For the
latter case, the output photons with unchanged polarization are detected at the entrance, and the cor-
responding quantum computation is discarded. Assuming that the linear optical elements are perfect
in our protocols, the heralded mechanism ensures that the faulty events cannot influence the fidelity
of our scheme, but decrease the efficiency, because the success probability ps is determined by the
quality of the atom-waveguide systems.

As mentioned above, a high Purcell factor is needed in our scheme, which can effectively
improve the performance of our protocols. In the last decade, great progress has been made in the
emitter–waveguide systems in both theory and experiment. In 2005, Vlasov et al. [52] experimentally
demonstrated that a Purcell factor approaching 60 can be observed in low-loss silicon photonic crystal
waveguides. In 2006, Chang et al. [53] presented a scheme that a dipole emitter is coupled to a
nanowire or a metallic nanotip, in which a Purcell factor P = 5.2× 102 is theoretically obtained for a
silver nanowire. Subsequently, using the surface plasmons of a conducting nanowire, Chang et al. [54]
proposed a method to obtain an effective Purcell factor, which can reach 103 in realistic systems in
principle. In addition, short waveguide lengths of only 10 to 20 unit cells were theoretically found
by Manga Rao and Hughes [55] to produce a very large Purcell factor in 2007, and the experimental
progress on short photonic crystal waveguides was reported by Dewhurst et al. [56] and Hoang
et al. [57]. Later, based on subwavelength confinement of optical fields near metallic nanostructures,
Akimov et al. [58] demonstrated a broadband approach formanipulating photon–emitter interactions.
In 2008, photonic crystal waveguides were exploited by Hansen et al. [59] to enable single quantum
dots to exhibit nearly perfect spontaneous emission into the guided modes (γ1D ≫ γ ′), where
the light–matter coupling strength is largely enhanced. In 2010, a Purcell factor of P = 5.2 was
experimentally observed for single quantum dots coupled to a photonic crystal waveguide [60]. In
2012, Goban [61] reported the experimental implementation of a state-insensitive, compensated
optical trap for single Cs atoms, which provides the precise atomic spectroscopy near dielectric
surfaces. Moreover, in 2013, Hung et al. [62] proposed a protocol that one atom trapped in single
nanobeam structure could provide a resonant probewith transmission |t|2 ≤ 10−2 in theory. A similar
scheme was realized in experiment by Goban et al. [63] in 2014. Recently, due to the coupling of
a single emitter to a dielectric slot waveguide, a high Purcell factor P = 31 was also observed by
Kolchin et al. [64] in experiment.

As illustrated in Section 2, we can obtain the reflection coefficient for an incident photon scattering
with an atom in the 1Dwaveguide. On resonance, r = −1/(1+1/P), andwe get the relation between
the success probability ps (i.e., |r|2) and the Purcell factor P , as shown in Fig. 5(a). Moreover, the
scattering quality is also influenced by the nonzero photonic detuning, and the details are described
in Fig. 5(b), where ps is plotted as a function of the detuning parameter∆/γ1D . From Fig. 5, one can see
that the success probability ps would exceed 90% on the condition that the Purcell factor P ≥ 50 and
the detuning parameter ∆/γ1D ≤ 0.13, which could be achievable in realistic systems. For instance,
when we choose P = 100 and∆ = 0.1γ1D for atom-waveguide systems, the success probability ps of
the scattering process in Fig. 1(b) can reach94.33%. In our protocols, the faulty events betweenphotons
and atomic qubits can be heralded by single-photon detectors. However, the imperfection coming
from photon loss is still an inevitable problem in our scheme. The photon loss is caused by various
drawbacks, such as the fiber absorption, the imperfection of 1Dwaveguides, and the inefficiency of the
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Fig. 5. (Color online) The success probability ps of the scattering process vs. the Purcell factor P and the detuning parameter
∆/γ1D . (a) The success probability ps vs. the Purcell factor P when the detuning ∆ = 0. (b) The success probability ps vs. the
parameters∆/γ1D . The dotted (green), dashed–dotted (blue), dashed (red), and solid (black) lines correspond to P = 1, P = 5,
P = 10, P = 50, respectively.

Fig. 6. (Color online) The success probabilities of our entanglement creation (solid line, black), entanglement swapping (dashed
line, red), entanglement purification (dotted line, blue) protocols vs. the Purcell factor P . Here, the detuning parameter is∆ = 0.

single-photon detectors. In fact, if optical losses appear in the prediction of faulty events, the fidelities
of our protocols cannot be unity as faulty scattering eventswill not always be detected. Recently,many
proposals have been presented to solve the problems of photon loss [65–68].

Provided that the linear optical elements are perfect in our scheme, due to the heralded
mechanism, only when no faulty scattering events are detected in our protocols, can we obtain the
quantum repeater successfully. Here, the times of the basic scattering event (Fig. 1(b)) occurred in our
entanglement creation, swapping, and purification protocols are three, two, and four, respectively.We
calculate the success probabilities of our entanglement creation, swapping, and purification protocols
as a function of the Purcell factor P , as shown in Fig. 6. Recently, Arcari et al. [69] exploited the
photonic crystal waveguide to experimentally realize near-unity coupling efficiency of a quantum dot
to the waveguide mode. In their experiment, the decay rate of the quantum dot into the waveguide is
γ1D = 6.182 GHz, and the decay rate of the quantum emitter into free space and all other modes
is γ ′

= 98 MHz, which indicates that the Purcell factor P = 63.1 can be implemented. The
resonance frequency of the quantum dot is ωa = 2 × 106 GHz. With these experimental parameters
mentioned above, we can obtain the success probabilities of our entanglement creation, swapping,
and purification protocols are p1 = 91.00%, p2 = 93.90%, and p3 = 88.18%, respectively, when the
detuning parameter is ∆ = 0. With the remarkable progress in photonic nanostructures [70], our
protocols for the heralded quantum repeater may be experimentally feasible in the near future.

Compared with other schemes, the protocols we present for the heralded quantum repeater have
some interesting features. First, the faulty events caused by frequency mismatches, weak coupling,
atomic decay into free space, or finite bandwidth of the incident photon can be turned into detection
of the output photon polarization, and that just affects the efficiency of our protocols, not the fidelity.
In otherwords, our schemeeither succeedswith a perfect fidelity or fails in a heraldedway,which is an
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advantageous feature for quantum communication. Second, our scheme focuses on 1Dwaveguides, in
which themodes can be highly dispersive. In a waveguide, the quantum emitter can efficiently couple
single photon to the propagating modes over a wide bandwidth, which provides an alternative to the
high-Q cavity case for enhancing light–matter interaction. Third, motivated by recent experimental
progress, our scheme for the heralded quantum repeater is feasible in some other quantum systems,
such as superconducting quantum circuit coupled to transmission lines [71], quantum dot embedded
in a nanowire [72], and photonic crystal waveguide with quantum dots [70].

In summary, we have proposed a heralded quantum repeater based on the scattering of photons
off single emitters in 1Dwaveguides. The information of the entangled states is encoded on four-level
atoms embedded in 1D waveguides. As our protocols can transform faulty events into the detection
of photon polarization, we present a different way for constructing quantum repeaters in solid-
state quantum systems. With the significant progress on manipulating atom-waveguide systems, our
quantum repeater may be very useful for quantum communication in the future.
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